The concept of maximal perfect haplotype blocks is introduced as a simple pattern allowing to identify genomic regions that show signatures of natural selection. The model is formally defined and a simple algorithm is presented to find all perfect haplotype blocks in a set of phased chromosome sequences. Application to three whole chromosomes from the 1000 genomes project phase 3 data set shows the potential of the concept as an effective approach for quick detection of selection in large sets of thousands of genomes.
Introduction
Full genome sequences are amassing at a staggering yet further accelerating pace. For humans, multiple projects now aim to deliver numbers five orders of magnitudes higher than the initial human genome project 20 years ago 5 . This development is fuelled by drastic reductions in sequencing costs, by far exceeding Moore's law [6] . As a result, the bottleneck in genomics is shifting from data production to analysis, calling for more efficient algorithms scaling up to everlarger problems.
A simple yet highly interesting pattern in population genomic datasets are fully conserved haplotype blocks (called maximal perfect haplotype blocks in the following). When large and frequent enough in the population, they may be indicative for example of a selective sweep. Their simple structure simplifies analytical treatment in a population genetic framework. To our surprise, we could not locate any software tool that can find them efficiently.
In this paper, we present a simple and efficient algorithm for finding all maximal perfect haplotype blocks in a set of binary sequences. While the algorithm is not optimal in terms of worst-case analysis, and therefore this paper ends
with an interesting open question, it has the convenient property allowing its lazy implementation, making it applicable to large real data sets in practice.
The paper is organized as follows: The problem of finding all maximal perfect haplotype blocks in a set of binary sequences is formally defined in Section 2. The trie data structure we use and our algorithm are presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe our lazy implementation of the algorithm and show its applicability to real data. Section 5 concludes with an open problem and two ideas for alternative algorithmic approaches.
Basic Definitions
The input data to our problem are k binary sequences, all of the same length n, each one representing a chromosome. Each column refers to a biallelic 6 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), with entries 0 and 1 corresponding to different but otherwise arbitrary alleles, although polarised data (where 0 and 1 refer to ancestral and derived allele, respectively) usually helps the interpretation of results. Of special interest are large blocks of conservation, that are stretches of identical alleles present at the same loci in many of the input sequences. Formally, we define such blocks as follows.
Definition 1. Given an ordered set X = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) and an index set
Definition 2. Given k binary sequences S = (s 1 , . . . , s k ), each of length n, a maximal haplotype block is a triple (K, i, j) with K ⊆ {1, . . . , k}, |K| ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n such that
for some s, t ∈ S| K (left-maximality), 3. j = n or s[j + 1] = t[j + 1] for some s, t ∈ S| K (right-maximality), and 4. there exists no K ⊆ {1, . . . , k}, K K, such that s[i..j] = t[i.
.j] for all s, t ∈ S| K .
The formal problem we address in this paper can then be phrased as follows.
Problem 1. Given k binary sequences S = (s 1 , . . . , s k ), each of length n, find all maximal haplotype blocks in S.
The following proposition gives a simple upper bound for the output of this problem.
Proposition 1. Given k binary sequences S = (s 1 , . . . , s k ), each of length n, there can be only O(kn) maximal haplotype blocks in S.
Proof. We argue that at any position i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there can start at most k − 1 maximal haplotype blocks. This follows from the maximality condition and the fact that a maximal haplotype block contains at least two sequences whose longest common prefix it is.
As the following example shows, for sufficiently large n the bound given in Proposition 1 is tight.
Example 1. Consider the family of sequences S k,n = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k ), each of length n, defined as follows: s 1 = 0 n , s 2 = 1 n , followed by chunks of sequences c 1 , c 2 , . . . such that chunk c i contains 2i sequences, that are all sequences of length n which are repetitions of 0 i 1 i and its rotations. The last chunk may be truncated, so that the total number of sequences is k. For example, for k = 14 and n = 24 we have: 
Analysis shows that in chunk c i , i ≥ 1, every substring of length i forms a new maximal haplotype block together with some substring in one of the earlier sequences. Therefore, for n > k the total number of maximal haplotype blocks in S k,n grows as Θ(kn).
Algorithm
Our algorithm to find all maximal haplotype blocks in a set of sequences S uses the (binary) trie of the sequences in S. For completeness, we recall its definition:
The trie of a set of sequences S over an alphabet Σ is the rooted tree whose edges are labeled with characters from Σ and the labels of all edges starting at the same node are distinct, such that the concatenated edge labels from the root to the leaves spell exactly the sequences in S.
A branching vertex in a rooted tree is a vertex with out-degree larger than one.
Example 2. Figure 1 shows the trie T 1 (S) of k = 4 binary strings of length n = 6. It has three branching vertices. It is well known that the trie of a set of sequences S over a constant-size alphabet can be constructed in linear time and uses linear space with respect to the total length of all sequences in S.
Our algorithm to find all maximal haplotype blocks of k binary sequences S, each of length n, iteratively constructs the trie of the suffixes of the sequences in S starting at a certain index i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. We denote the ith trie in this series of tries by T i (S).
Observation 1 All branching vertices of T 1 (S) correspond to maximal haplotype blocks starting at index 1 of sequences in S.
This follows from the fact that a branching vertex in T 1 (S) corresponds to a common prefix of at least two sequences in S that are followed by two different characters, thus they are right-maximal. Left-maximality is automatically given since i = 1.
Example 2 (cont'd). The tree T 1 (S) in Figure 1 has three branching vertices, corresponding to the maximal haplotype blocks starting at index 1: the string 0101 occurring as a prefix in sequences s 1 and s 4 ; the string 0 occurring as a prefix in sequences s 1 , s 3 and s 4 ; and the empty string (at the root of the tree) occurring as a prefix of all four strings.
In order to find maximal haplotype blocks that start at later positions i > 1, essentially the same idea can be used, just based on the tree T i (S). The only difference is that, in addition, one needs explicitly to test for left-maximality. As the following observation shows, this is possible by looking at the two subtrees of the root of the previous trie, T i−1 (S).
Observation 2 A haplotype block starting at position i > 1 is left-maximal if and only if it contains sequences that are in the 0-subtree of the root of T i−1 (S) and sequences that are in the 1-subtree of the root of T i−1 (S).
Example 2 (cont'd). As shown in Figure 2 , trie T 2 (S) has three branching vertices, corresponding to the right-maximal haplotype blocks starting at index 2: the string 101 occurring at positions 2..4 in sequences s 1 and s 4 ; the string 01 occurring at positions 2..3 in sequences s 2 and s 3 ; and, again, the empty string. The string 101 is not left-maximal (and therefore not maximal), visible from the fact that s 1 and s 4 were both in the same (0-) subtree of the root in S 1 (T ). The other two right-maximal haplotype blocks are also left-maximal. The algorithm to find all maximal haplotype blocks in a set of k sequences S, each of length n, follows immediately. It first constructs the trie T 1 (S) and locates all prefix haplotype blocks by a simple depth-first traversal. Then, iteratively for i = 2, 3, . . . , n, T i (S) is constructed by merging the 1-subtree into the 0-subtree of the root of T i−1 (S) during a parallel traversal of the two sister-subtrees. The former 0-subtree will then be T i (S). While doing so, branching vertices with leaves that came from both of these subtrees are reported as maximal blocks starting from index i. Pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1. Note that, as presented in the pseudocode of Algorithm 1, the algorithm only reports the start and end positions i and j, respectively, of a maximal haplotype block (K, i, j), but not the set of sequences K where the block occurs. This can easily be added if, whenever in lines 3 and 29 some output is generated, the current subtree is traversed and the indices of all |K| sequences found at the leaves are collected and reported. Such a traversal, however, costs O(n·|K|) time in the worst case, resulting in an overall running time of O(kn 2 + n · |output|). An alternative could be to store at each branching vertex of the trie as witness the index of a single sequence in the subtree below. This would allow to report, in addition to start and end positions i and j, respectively, also the sequence of a maximal haplotype block (K, i, j). If desired, the set K can then be generated easily using standard pattern matching techniques on the corresponding intervals of the k input sequences in O(k · (j − i)) time.
Results

Data
To evaluate our algorithm, we downloaded chromosomes 2, 6 and 22 of the 1000 genomes phase 3 data set, which provides phased whole-genome sequences of 2504 individuals from multiple populations world-wide [1]. We extracted biallelic SNPs and represented the data as a binary matrix with help of the cyvcf2 Python library [10] .
Our Implementation of Algorithm 1
We implemented Algorithm 1 in C. Thereby we encountered two practical problems.
First, the recursive structure of Algorithm 1, when applied to haplotype sequences that are several hundred thousand characters long, produces a program stack overflow. Therefore we re-implemented the tree construction and traversal in a non-recursive fashion, using standard techniques as described, e.g., on the "Non-recursive depth first search algorithm" page of Stack Overflow 7 .
Second, the constructed trie data structure requires prohibitive space. For example, already for the relatively small chromosome 22, T 1 (S) has 5,285,713,633 vertices and thus requires (in our implementation with 32 bytes per vertex) more than 157 gigabytes of main memory. However, most of the vertices are in nonbranching paths to the leaves, corresponding to unique suffixes of sequences in S. Since such paths can never contain a branching vertex, they are not relevant. They become of interest only later in the procedure when the path is merged with other paths sharing a common prefix. Therefore we implemented a lazy version of our data structure, that stops the construction of a path whenever it contains only a single sequence. During the merge-and-report procedure, then, whenever an unevaluated part of the tree is encountered, the path has to be extended until it branches and paths represent single sequences again. This has the effect that at any time only the top part of the trie is explicitly stored in memory. For chromosome 22, the maximum number of nodes that are explicitly stored at once drops to 5,677,984, reducing the memory footprint by about a factor of 1,000. In fact, this number is not much larger for any other of the human chromosomes that we tested, since it depends on the size of the maximal perfect haplotype blocks present in the data, and not on the chromosome length. Table 1 contains memory usage and running times for all three human chromosomes that we studied. All computations were performed on a Dell RX815 machine with 64 2.3 GHz AMD Opteron processors and 512 GB of shared memory. 
Interpretation of Results
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the concept of haplotype blocks and our algorithm and implementation to enumerate them, we show how our results can form the efficient algorithmic core of a genome-wide selection scan.
Given a maximal perfect haplotype block (K, i, j) found in a set of k chromosomes, we estimate the selection coefficient s and the time t since the onset of selection following the approach presented by Chen et al. [3] . Therefore, we first convert the physical positions corresponding to indices i and j of the block from base pairs to a genetic distance d quantifying genetic linkage in centimorgan 8 , which is the chromosomal distance for which the expected number of crossovers in a single generation is 0.01. Distance value d in turn is converted to the recombination fraction r -defined as the ratio of the number of recombined gametes between two chromosomal positions to the total number of gametes producedusing Haldane's map function
.
(1)
With r, K, k we can define a likelihood function L(s | r, K, k) allowing to compute maximum likelihood estimates of the selection coefficient and time since the onset of selection,ŝ andt, respectively. The full derivation from population genetic theory is outside the scope of this paper, and the subsequent paragraphs merely intend to provide some basic intuition. For more details, we refer the interested reader to Chen et al. [3] and the appendix of reference [4] .
First, assume a deterministic model for the frequency change of an allele with selective advantage s, which yields a sigmoidal function over continuous time t that ignores the stochasticity in frequency trajectories for small s,
where y 0 is the initial allele frequency at the onset of selection 9 and y t = |K| k is the observed allele frequency assumed to be representative of the population frequency. Equation 2 links up the selection coefficient s and the age t of the allele, for example requiring larger selective advantage to reach a given frequency if the allele is young. Next, we exploit the fact that the recombination rate is independent of selection, and if assumed to be constant through time can therefore be seen to behave as a "recombination clock". Given a haplotype of length such that its recombination fraction is r, moreover, with an allele at one end that at time t segregates at frequency y(t) in the population, the expected number of recombination events C altering that allele in the time interval [0, t] can be obtained by
where the second equality follows from substituting in Equation 2 . Assuming that the number of recombination events follows a Poisson distribution, the probability of no event, i.e. of full conservation of a haplotype after time t, becomes e −C = e −rt (1 − y 0 (1 − e st )) r s .
Finally, one can define the likelihood of observing a haplotype block for a given s and t as |K| times the probability of a conserved haplotype (Equation 4) times the probability of recombination events at the borders (Equation 3). As usual, the logarithm simplifies the equation, yielding
with t being directly derived from Equation 2:
Note that we omit the factor |K| and summands ln(r) for the recombination fractions at the borders of the haplotype (see Equation 3 ) that we assume are small and approximately equal, as they are inconsequential for optimization. Also, the massive speed gain of our approach trades off with a systematic but conservative underestimation ofŝ when compared to the original equation in reference [3] as we do not consider the full varying extent of the individual haplotypes. Equation 5 can be evaluated for a range of values to find the (approximate) maximum likelihood estimateŝ at a given precision, e.g. s ∈ {0.001, 0.002, . . . } to estimateŝ with error below 0.001. Onceŝ has been found, the corresponding timet is obtained by substitutingŝ into Equation 6.
As the Haploblocks algorithm is able to rapidly scan entire chromosomes, and estimatingŝ andt requires to evaluate only simple analytical expressions, one can efficiently generate a genome-wide selection track. Figure 3 illustrates the results for the locus known to contain one of the strongest signals of selection detected so far, the lactase persistence allele in modern Europeans -13.910:C>T (rs4988235). The selection coefficient we compute is consistent with the range of current estimates (see Ségurel and Bon [11] and references therein). 
Conclusion
We presented an O(kn 2 ) time algorithm for finding all maximal perfect haplotype blocks in a set of k binary sequences, each of length n, that scales well in practice. Even large human chromosomes can be processed in a few hours using moderate amounts of memory. This allowed us to design an analytical approach with enumeration of maximal perfect haplotype blocks at its core that not only detects selection genomewide efficiently, but does so by directly estimating a meaningful and interpretable parameter, the selection coefficient s.
As a proof of principle, we applied our method and evaluated the results for a locus known to contain one of the strongest signals of selection detected so far, and obtained a value for s consistent with current estimates.
It remains an open question if there exists an optimal algorithm for finding all maximal perfect haplotype blocks, i.e., an algorithm that runs in O(kn) time.
It could be worthwhile to study the bipartite graph (U ∪ W, E) in which the vertices in U = {u 1 , . . . , u k } correspond to the sequences in S and the vertices in W = {w 1 , . . . , w n } to index positions in these sequences. An edge (u i , w j ) ∈ E is drawn if and only if s i [j] = 1. Problem 1 is then equivalent to finding all twin vertices (sets of vertices with identical neighborhood) in intervals of vertices in W . Figure 4 shows this graph for the sequences from Example 2.
U : s1 s2 s3 s4 W : Fig. 4 . Bipartite graph (U ∪ W, E) representing the four binary sequences s1 = 010111, s2 = 101111, s3 = 001000 and s4 = 010101. Haplotype blocks can be identified as sets of twins when the vertices in the lower row W are restricted to a consecutive interval. For example, s1 and s4 are twins in the interval formed by the first four vertices of W (indicated by thick circles), corresponding to the maximal perfect haplotype block 0101.
Twin vertices of a graph G can be determined by constructing its modular decomposition tree, where internal nodes labeled as series or parallel correspond to last descendant leaves which are twin vertices in G. McConnell and Montgolfier [7] proposed an algorithm to build a modular decomposition tree of a graph with |V | vertices and |E| edges that runs in O(|V | + |E|) time. Since there are O(n 2 ) necessary subgraphs to detect twin vertices, so far, such strategy is not better than the one we proposed in Algorithm 1. However, it might be pos-sible to achieve some improvement using the fact that intervals in W are not independent.
Another alternative approach could be to use a generalized suffix tree of all the input sequences or the positional Burrows Wheeler Transform [5, 8] .
